Synopsis

Civil Litigation: Process and Procedures, Third Edition, is designed to help students build the skill sets needed to succeed as members of today’s civil litigation teams. An Instructor’s Manual, PowerPoint lecture slides, and test bank are available for use with this text. Teaching and Learning Experience: The text clearly presents legal concepts, emphasizing the details of the litigation process, critical thinking, and hands-on exercises that develop practical law office skills. Supporting multimedia resources include 46 video case studies that illustrate each stage of the litigation process, showing the day-to-day activities of the litigation team preparing and trying a civil case in a real world setting.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a must have "if any aspiring Pro Se" were to persue a legal action at any time in the future on your own”. When someone is going to present a legal action "you would just be expected to be aware of the different steps that you were expected to take in the court if you ever expected to be considered legally competent by the opposing counsel.DEWITT HANTZ

This book is very basic, so if you know anything about litigation, I would not advise buying it. If you know nothing, then it may be worth purchasing. I am an attorney who is transitioning into litigation. I thought this book would help - wrong. It's useless. There is nothing in this book I couldn't figure out on my own with minimal effort.
Just as an FYI - this does not enable you (even if you purchase the kindle version) to have an access code. Since the kindle and book prices are similar if you need the access code you will have to buy the physical book new.

A quick guide to a Litigation course. Nuances presented only add to my understanding of the components of litigation. One may refer to this book when following a trial or hearing to add to understanding the proceedings.

I needed this book but could not afford the high cost for the same book that my school bookstore was charging. I received this book at 1/3 the price with no problems in the book. I will be coming back to to purchase my future books.

I haven't finished the book, but I'm very happy with it so far. I don't care for political correctness--when one is trying to learn a topic--and I was impressed with the section on dealing with various ethnic groups. I'm white and I don't admit to understanding the nuances of other races. I wouldn't want to inadvertently offend someone and this small section offered assistance to an area I don't think other books would bother dealing with. If the rest of the book is equally thorough, I believe my money was well-spent. This is not for lawyers. This is for paralegals who need a beginning and cursory knowledge of civil procedure.

Rental - with correct page numbers and great ability to search the book and take notes online.

This item I order was shipped fast and is what I expected.
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